
Highlights Package

Australia Ariarne Titmus won the women's 200-metre and
400-metre freestyle. Posting a time of 3:56.69 in the
400-metre freestyle final, she edged out world record
holder Katie Ledecky by less than a second.

Brazil Ítalo Ferreira won the first men's olympic surfing gold
medal in the 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics.

China Sun Yiwen defeated Ana Maria Popescu of Romania
11-10 in the final of Women's épée at the 2020
Summer Olympics, thereby becoming the first Chinese
fencer to ever win an Olympic gold medal in individual
women's épée, and only the second Chinese female
fencer to have won an individual fencing Olympic gold
medal, prior to herher departure for Tokyo, she was
informed that her father had been diagnosed with
cancer and was fighting for his life at a hospital in
Beijing.

Columbia Luis Javier Mosquera Lozano is a Colombian Olympic
weightlifter who won the silver medal in the men's 67
kg event at the 2020 Summer Olympics.

Egypt Hedaya Malak Wahba is an Egyptian taekwondo
practitioner who won Egypt's first bronze medal at the
Tokyo Olympics.



Germany Ricarda Funk is a German slalom canoeist who won
the gold medal at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

Hong Kong Edgar Cheung Ka-long is a left-handed foil fencer who
won Hong Kong's first Olympic gold medal in Tokyo
and its second-ever gold.

India Pusarla Venkata Sindhu was born and brought up in
Hyderabad and started playing badminton from the age
of eight.PV Sindhu became the first Indian female
athlete to win two Olympic medals. She was seeded
6th in the upcoming Tokyo Olympic Games. Sindhu is
also only the 4th athlete to win multiple medals in the
women’s singles badminton category at the Olympic
Games.

Indonesia Greysia Polii is an Indonesian badminton player who
won gold medals in the women's doubles at the Tokyo
Olympics.

Iran Javad Foroughi is an Iranian sport shooter, his medal
was Iran’s first gold medal in shooting in the history of
the Olympics. At the age of 41, Foroughi became the
oldest medalist in Iranian Olympic history.

Ireland Paul O'Donovan is an Irish lightweight rower. He is an
Olympic gold medallist in lightweight double sculls (and
world record holder) at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.



Italy Gianmarco Tamberi is an Italian high jumper, who after
a nail-biting tie with Qatari athlete Mutaz Essa Barshim
agreed to share the gold medal.

Japan Japan has had an outstanding Olympics and as the
host nation sits third on the medal tally. Their baseball
team beat the Republic of Korea in nail-biter to reach
1st Olympic final since Atlanta 1996.

Kenya Hellen Onsando Obiri is a Kenyan middle-distance
runner and won a silver medal over 5000 metres in
Tokyo.

South Korea An San became the first South Korean to win more
than two medals in a single Olympic Games. The 20
year old is also the first woman since 1904 to win three
golds in archery at the same Olympics while also
smashing a 25-year-old Olympic record.

Malaysia Aaron Chia Teng Fong is a Malaysian badminton
player and olympic medalist. He was part of the
Malaysia talent team, and has joined the national team
since 2015. He represented Malaysia in the 2018
Thomas Cup. Chia and his partner Soh Wooi Yik were
the All England Open finalist and the Southeast Asian
Games gold medalist in 2019. The duo won the bronze
medal in the men's doubles at the Tokyo Olympics.

Maldives For the first time since London 2012, Maldives
entered one badminton player into the Olympic
tournament. Fathimath Nabaaha Abdul Razzaq
accepted the invitation from the Tripartite
Commission and the Badminton World Federation
to compete in the women's singles.

New Zealand Of the 211 New Zealand competitors in Tokyo,
almost a quarter of them have been awarded a
medal so far. 52 athletes have stood on the
podium (21 of them rowers) and 54 medals have
been handed out to Kiwis.



Nigeria Ese Brume has won the bronze medal for Nigeria
in the long jump.

Pakistan Arshad Nadeem has qualified for the final round in
the javelin throw competition.

Philippines Hidilyn Francisco Diaz is a Filipino weightlifter and
airwoman, the first Filipino to ever win an Olympic gold
medal in a non-exhibition sport, and an Olympic
weightlifting record holder by winning the women's 55
kg category for weightlifting at the Tokyo Olympics.

Saudi Arabia Runner Mazen Al-Yassin has produced one of the
Saudi Arabian delegation’s best performances by
winning his race in the Men’s 400m competition.

South Africa Kyle Blignaut heaved the 7.26kg shot put to a distance
of 20.97m to finish fifth in his group and eighth overall
in the qualifying rounds. The South African shot put
star produced an outstanding performance to qualify
for the final at the age of just 21.

Swaziland Sibusiso Matsenjwa (Swazi Bolt) ran the fastest
national time of 20:22 in the semi-finals, where he
finished fifth in a line-up where he was the lowest
ranked in 109 place and had world champion Loah
Lyles of the United States in it.



Thailand Panipak Wongpattanakit completed in Taekwondo and
won Thailand's first gold medal at the Tokyo Olympics

United
Kingdom

Sky Brown creates history as Britain’s youngest
Olympic medalist with a bronze medal in
skateboarding. The 13 year old does not have a
skateboarding coach and learnt how to skateboard
merely from YouTube.

United States Tokyo may have been her Olympic debut, but
19-year-old Athing Mu ran like a veteran to capture
Team USA’s first Olympic gold medal in the 800 meters
since 1968, setting a new American record of 1:55.21.
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